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Summary
Anew method ofconstructlngsecond order slope rotatable designs

using two suitably chosen balanced Incomplete block designs (BIBDs)Is
suggested. Slope rotatable central composite design (SRCCD) of Harder
and Park [4] Is shown to be obtainable using this method. It is observed
that the method sometimes leads to designs with less number ofdesign
points than those available In the literature.
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Introduction

A second order response surface design D = {(xm)) for fitting

Yu(Xiu, X2u. X3u, . . Xvu)-bo ^ biuXiu+ ^ ^ by Xiu Xju +Cu
1-J (1.1)1=1

Where x^ denotes the level of the i th factor (i=l. 2 v) in the
uth run (u = 1, 2 N) of the experiment and Cu's are uncorrelated
random errors with mean zero and variance o^, is said to be a second
order slope rotatable design (SOSRD) if the variance of the estimate
of first order partial derivative of Y(Xi, Xg x^,) with respect to
each of the independent variables (Xj) is only a function of the

V

distance d^ ^ ^ ofthe point (xi, x2 x„) from the origin (centre)
1

of the design. Such a spherical variance function for estimation of
slopes in second ordersurface is achievedifthe designpointssatisfy
the following conditions (see Harder and Park (41).
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V

1. y II = 0 if any cq is odd, for aj = 0, 1, 2, 3
.r', i=iU=1

and ai £ 4

.N

4.

5.

.(i) ^ = constant = NX2
U=1

N

(ii) ^ xfu = constant = cN X4
U=l

^ = constant = NX4
U=1

?^4 V
^ C+ V- 1

X4 [ V(5- c)- (c- 3)=" 1+ [v(c- 5)+ 4] = 0

where c, X.2 and )t4 are constants.

(1.2)

2. New Method of Construction ofSOSRD Through a Pair ofBIBDs

The method of construction ofSOSRD through a pair of BIBDs,
is given in the following Theorem (2.1). Here we use the notations of
Das and Narasimham [3] and Narasimham et al. [5].

Theorem (2.1):

If , Di = ( V, bi. ri, ki, >^1) and

D2. = ( V, b2. r2, ka, X2) are

two BIBDs, 2'̂ *''' and 2*^" '̂ denote Resolution V fractional replicates
of 2*'' and 9^ factorials with levels ± 1 and (Uq) is the number of
central points, then the design points,

[l-(v,bi,ri.ki, U

[a- (V, ba, ra, kj. X^)! x 2'̂ '̂ U(no)
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give a v-dimensional SOSRD in

N= bj X2'̂ '''' + b2 X2'̂ ''̂ U(no) designpoints,

wrhere a^ is the positive real root ofthe biquadratic equation,

[7.1 (5v- 9)+ ra ?.2(6- v)- r^)+ 2^"" '̂ rl jvrs- 5vX2+ 4^2 lla«+
•2t(k>2t(k,K 1 (yra- 5vX2+ 4X2)] a® +

2tCk.)+t(kj jyj ^ (lOv- 18)+ (6- v)(riX.2+ r2Xi) - 2rir2} +

2.0^.W r! (vr2- 5vX2+ 4?^)
a*+

22t(k.).t{k,H 1 ^2 ^

22W n[ j2 ^2

2^"'''' ri (vri - 5v >ti + 4A.i) 0 (2.1)

If at least one positive real root exists for a® in equation (2.1) then
the design exists, c can be determined from

c =

ri X:. 2'<'''> + r2 X 2t(k.) g*

Xi X 2'̂ '''' + \iX 2'"^' a'' (2.2)

Proof: For the design points generated from the pair of BlBDs
conditions (1), (2) and (3) of (1.2) are true. Condition (1) of (1.2) is
true obviously. Conditions (2) and (3) of (1.2) are true a follows:

2.

3.

(i) 2 +r2 X2'<''=' a^ = NX2

(ii) J xfu = ri X2''''-^ +r2 x a" = cN >.4

J xf„ 4, = Xi X2'<'''' +X2 X2'"^> a^ = NX4
(2.3)

From (2) (ii) and (3) of (2.3), we get c given (2.2). Substituting for
^2. ^4 and c in (5) of (1.2) and on simplification, we get the
biquadratic equation in given in (2.1).
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Corollary (i): TakingDi = (v =v. bj = 1. kj =v, rj = 1. >^1 = 1 )and Dg
= ( v=v, ba = V, kg = 1. ra = 1. X2 = D. we get Hader and Park [4]
SRCCD in N = 2""' + 2v + (n,,) design points as a particular case.

Corollary, (ii): TakingDi = (v=v, bj = b. ki= k, ri= r. = k) and Dg =
(v=v. b2=v, k2=l. r2=l. X2 = 0) in the above Theorem (2.1), we get a
new method of construction of SOSRDs using a BIBD and star
points.

We illustrate Theorem (2.1) with the construction of some
SOSRDs.

Example (i): The design points,

[1-(v =7, bi= 7. ri= 3, ki= 3, Xi= 1)1 X 2^ U

[a- (v =7. b2= 7, r2= 1. k2= 1. ^2= 0)] x 2' U(no= 1)

will give a SOSRD in N=71 design, points for 7-factors. This a new
SOSRD.

Here (2.1) implies

228a® - 1344a® + 208a^ + 7680a=' - 17536 = 0 (2.4)

(2.4) has only one positive rootnamely a^ =4.9748.
Example (ii): The design points. ,

[l-(v=7, bi=l. ki=7, ri=l, Xi = 1)1x2® U.

[a-(v=7. b2=7, k2=l, r2=l. X2 = 0)] x 2' U (no = 1)

will give a SOSRD in 79 design points. Here (2.1-) leads toa=3.7178.
This is in fact the Hader and Park [41 SRCCD for 7-factors.

We note thus the new method some times leads to designs with
lesser number of design points compared to SRCCDs.
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